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01. Where the mind is free 

 

I want a world where the mind is free 

No obstacle to think differently  

No obstacle to sing freely  

I will not infringe anybody's freedom  

No one should try to measure my fathom  

Smile will greet each other  

Joy of freedom everyone will share  

No boundary in the name of religion  

No imprisonment for treason  

Everybody follow right and true reason  

No absolute freedom to hurt anyone  

Let mind jump sprint and fly to space  

Barrier free world remains as our resting base. 

 

02. Life's itinerary   

 

In the green grass of Indian Oil Refinery   

I started my life's itinerary  

The journey was not ordinary  

Nor it was very extraordinary  

But every walk it was binary  

The fine balance of life and career 

Every day I had to cross barrier  

But it made life beautiful and merrier  

No one in the journey remain stranger  

When we meet now we became happier  

In the long run realised life is stronger  

In the thrust for career don't miss life's wonder. 

 

 

 



03. Fear  

Fear is basic instinct to save life 

Fear is also a weapon like knife  

That is why we are afraid of wife 

For fear of teacher student read 

For fear of law we control our greed  

The thief gave up theft even in need 

The deer don't become tiger's feed 

Fear the fearful but face the danger  

Overcoming fear is life's game changer  

Throw away fear make courage companion  

In life one day you will be the champion. 

 

04. No one can suppress  

In the world, your space everyone will compress  

But seeing it in life never become depress  

Your talent, your will no one can suppress  

No need to anybody you have to impress  

Do work with commitment one day you will progress  

Compressed space will bounce back and surface  

Every action has equal opposite reaction always correct  

With good people everywhere interact 

Do action which you think are perfect.  

 

05. Rose  

Behind the beauty there is a throne  

There is poison behind every crown  

Enjoy the beauty from a distance  

Never will it give you any resistance  

The air will carry mind blowing fragrance  

Beauty is a matter of inner substance  

If you force throne will create incidence  

Enjoy the beauty of rose with prudence.  



06. Venezuela   

Why I will work more if I don't have need  

Why I will produce more if don't have greed  

There is misconception in communism seed  

Venezuelan people are now suffering without feed  

The basic instinct of man is sleep idle  

So communism is nothing but riddle  

Majority of world population thinks it is fiddle 

Many countries already made it bundle  

No socialism can survive without respecting basic instinct  

Survival of fittest nature will always restrict. 

 

07. Home and house  

Between home and house  

The missing link is spouse  

Alone you are with mouse  

Only net you can browse  

Looking to sky you will drowse  

Can't unbutton blouse  

Love will never arouse  

Beauty of home spouse rouse  

Between home and house  

The missing link is spouse.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



08. Glass house 

Living in a glass house  

We throw stone to others  

Never realise our vulnerability  

Looking through glass transparently  

Criticise others living other side  

Living in comfort easy to find fault 

But when someone returns a stone  

Our house shatters into pieces 

We tell others cruel unkind 

But forgot what we had done 

Never pull leg of colleague and friend  

To pull you from ditch they are only trained.  

 

09. Run for the crown  

When the sun rises in the morn  

Our life is one day grown  

Made us strong to walk on thorn  

The field ahead is not beautiful lawn  

While crossing shoes will worn 

We will see many friends drawn  

Yet we will run for the crown  

When we reach day become brown  

If we lost in darkness others will mourn 

The sun will again rise in the morn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10. Morning Sun 

Morning sun brings new fun  

To catch it we all are on run 

But on the road lot of turn  

Colourful too many yarn  

Many mistakes we have done  

New things every moment we learn  

On the way lot of energy we burn  

To get better things we churn  

Don't run for greed God always warn. 

 

11. Honesty is still best policy 

Honesty is now a scarce commodity  

Yet it has universal infinite validity  

Still few people stand with it solidarity  

Best policy is also the proof of integrity  

Among all virtues honesty has superiority  

No one can follow the path without simplicity  

Honesty has no double meaning and diversity  

Everyone now look at honest people with curiosity  

Because best policy in society is still honesty. 

 

12. Children's Day  

The child in me still alive  

So with broken heart I survive  

With friends I can laugh loud  

Remember childhood with proud  

Can jump alone far from the crowd  

Always I smile never allow cloud  

Will remain child till wrapped with shroud  

Beauty of butterfly and kite still fascinate  

The day I lost child's heart I will decimate. 

 



13. Ramayana  

Rama was a king who fought with bow and arrow  

But his thinking was never selfish and narrow  

First wise king to propagate monogamy in world 

His decision to honour father's promise was bold 

Fought for dignity of woman and Ravana was killed 

Yet for greater interest of kingdom fire test was hold  

To save people best friend Laksman was abandoned  

For justice his decisions were never random 

No such king in ancient history can be found seldom  

Truth, honesty, integrity, justice was his fiefdom  

So was  in the  history best his kingdom 

Statue cannot now fill the vacuum of his ideal  

People's mind and heart have to become real. 

 

14. AECian Diaspora   

The common linkage is old memory  

AEC bonding for us is not temporary  

Always feel all AECians contemporary  

Life was real, degree complimentary  

All are now brand ambassador honorary  

The best part of our life spent in Jalukbari 

With friends that is the life's golden summary  

Time has separated and we are away from alma mater  

Coming together to rewind AEC's memorable chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



15. My Lord  

 

The judge is neither a software nor an app 

He is bound to follow the people's map 

Law is not above the common will of people 

Jalikattu once made it very simple  

My Lord is not incarnation of Lord Rama 

A human being in society doing same karma 

In democracy court can't bully Parliament 

Common will of people can reverse judgement 

Delay defeats equity law only told 

Ayodhya issue why My Lord cold. 

 

16. An Evening in Delhi  

 

How nostalgic the AECian days 

An evening in Delhi brough old rays  

Though the gathering was small  

Time cannot defy the bonding at all 

New road map took shape with high hope 

Coming together in fast city not a joke 

More and more people will be tied in the rope 

New technologies together we have to cope 

A small spark can cause California fire 

The new road map will force AECian never to retire  

Play senipr AECian your innings till the last ball 

Contribute to society however it may be small. 

 

 

 

 

 



17. Near Miss 

 

Near miss is nothing but a flying kiss 

Between girlfriend and kiss always a ditch  

See near miss in life as a necessary bliss 

While learning bicycle too many near miss 

Many times we failed to catch the big fish 

In city driving near miss is part of life 

Analysing near miss is nothing by hype  

Love near miss, one day you may not miss jackpot  

Chasing wild geese one day you will become rot. 

18. Last bet  

 

Sonowal and BJP is our last bet  

Bangladeshi Muslims are now pet  

NRC in Assam is now a torn net 

Identifying foreigners now forget  

Bangladeshis are now not feared rat  

Eating Assam's food water they are fat 

They will easily bell the Assamese cat 

Soon they will also wear the power hat 

Sonowal and BJP is our last bet. 

 

19. Democracy in India 

In illiterate India democracy became opium  

To serve people  in election you must pay premium 

All political parties are business consortium  

Politicians are without ethics and decorum  

Like religion democracy failed to deliver good 

Leaders are only in selfish and hungry mood 

Once in the power they treat people rude  

Millions of people are still don't have food 

Without education how democracy will stood? 



20. Emotion  

People say in situation don't show emotion  

In life there will be no progress promotion  

Emotion creates only vulnerable situation  

Instead of promotion you will get demotion  

But we are human not machine or robot  

In every walk of life we need emotional comfort  

To stand boldly human requires emotional support  

Without emotion joy, happiness, pain can't manifest  

Life will only be an unwritten blank digest 

Allow emotion its natural flow, life will glow  

But becoming over emotional may give blow. 

 

21. Talking animal 

We are animal of talking  

It is more important than eating  

So mobile companies are glowing  

We are slow and poor in running 

But we are clever and cunning  

We can do all type of hunting  

We are very poor in jumping  

But we can enjoy life laughing  

We are best animal in talking  

Mobile phones are in roaming  

Mouth to mouth civilization is moving. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



22. Vulture  

 

Nature's scavenger fly very high 

They look to the dead from the sky 

Environment change made them dry 

To save vulture do not remain shy  

Otherwise one day man will cry 

New world vulture, old world vulture  

Man did them too much torture 

These species are about to puncture  

Once they were part of our culture  

To maintain ecosystem we need their future. 

 

 

23. We are greedy animal 

We are greedy animal  

Always fill our plate  

More than we can eat 

Accumulate wealth  

Beyond we can carry  

Looking them we are merry  

When life comes to an end 

In the last journey of life  

Nothing we find in the ferry  

For our wasted life we feel sorry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



24. Brahmaputra  

Not a simple river flowing through Assam  

It is the lifeline of Assamese term 

The meeting point of many civilization  

Sankardeva made the Assamese culture standardisation  

Flow throughout the year nonstop for decade 

The glory of mighty Brahmaputra never fade  

The devastating floods in summer may be painful 

But it makes Assam valley fertile and resourceful  

The beauty of Brahmaputra beyond expression  

Look at it from Bhairobi Temple you will get eternal satisfaction. 

25. I am not alone  

Who told I am alone  

No need for my clone  

At sixty I am in safe zone  

No path need to be shown 

I have no greed for a crown  

Yet my spirit is not down 

Lot of grave yards in the town 

Friends everywhere I will found  

The world is really round 

Within radius all are bound. 

 

26. When my sorrow piled 

When my sorrow piled  

I feel like a motherless child  

My heart weeps in the wild  

I stared to the moon silently  

Think about mother proudly 

The tears flow violently  

Sorrow reduces slowly  

Do not feel anymore lonely  

I can face challenges boldly. 



27. Assam Rhino 

Where there is a will there is a way 

Rhino poachers in Assam are now at bay 

The one horned Rhino now see new ray 

Congress ministers were in hand and gloves  

That is why poachers were able to cut Rhino throats  

The National hero Sonowal gave bold direction  

Forest conservators are following instruction  

So there is drastically Rhino killing reduction 

Assam's pride one horned Rhino is now in safe hand 

Everyone in world now play Sonowal's success band. 

28. Lachit Barphukan  

Napoleon of Assam was Lachit  

Winning battle was his habit  

Killed his own uncle for motherland  

In the frontline of battle even when ill  

He had the battle winning skill 

Crushed the mighty Mughal army at Saraighat 

The Mughal ran away seeing Lachit's combat  

In India he was like Shivaji and Rana Pratap 

The hero of Assam is in every Assamese's heart. 

 

29. Practice  

Practice leads to perfection  

Perfection gives satisfaction  

Do not afraid of tough situation  

Work with firm determination  

No need to go for agitation  

Your skill is your ammunition  

All enemy will go to hibernation  

No one will be there for interruption 

Enjoy success with illumination. 

 



30. Smile 

Smile costs you nothing  

But makes beautiful morning  

The day starts with loving  

Smile gives heavenly pleasure  

Smile is your hidden treasure  

No one will ever try to measure  

Greet everyone with a smile 

Rude heart will become volatile  

With love his mind will be docile  

Smile can only make anger ductile  

Use your treasure as much as you can 

In the journey you will gather lot of fan 

Smile will make you a beautiful woman. 

 

31. Count of life  

Never count life by number of years  

When there is nothing to cheers  

Measure life by good job you have done 

New things you have planned to come 

Do not weight life by amount of rice consumed  

Remember how many minds you have perfumed  

Count life with feathers in your cap 

Not by number of nights you nap  

Measure life with how much good will earned 

Not by calories of food you have  burned  

Measure life with how many places you have visited 

Not by broken relations for which now you regretted  

The beauty of life not in number of years God give 

But by the memorable  journey you in which you live.   

 



32. Failure   

If you failed at something  

Do not cry and start jumping 

Look at failure and start laughing  

You mind will start bouncing  

Failure is nothing but a rung in success  

If you failed at first attempt it is great 

Go forward do not depend on fate  

With experience opportunity will open gate 

You will become failure's hate  

Your success will not be too late. 

33. Accelerator  

Car never moves at constant speed  

To control speed accelerator is need 

Same sound is not produced by all reed  

All human beings are not of same breed 

To run with fast people press accelerator  

To work with moderate become accumulator  

To give energy to slow and weak become generator  

But to move safely in life always control accelerator  

Make your knowledge and wisdom your moderator.  

 

34. Accident  

It happened unexpectedly  

Hit the divider suddenly  

Made a sound loudly  

Injured many people badly  

Car and bikes are travelling boon  

But accident become a bane 

Drivers do not follow the lane  

Without traffic rule accident can't be tame 

On the road traffic police is lame  

For accident whom to blame? 



35. Assam accord  

Assam agitation made record  

Finally leaders signed an accord  

For survival Assamese people strive  

In the agitation lot of people lost their life  

In the election masses gave vote shower  

The leaders captured political power 

They forgot accord reason may whatever  

No foreigners was deported in forty year 

This proves the agitation leaders behaviour  

Nobody wants foreigners issue to settle  

Assam accord is now only for political battle. 

36. Acid  

Hydrogen molecule with chlorine  

For acid hydrogen is haemoglobin  

Folic acid is always a good vitamin  

Acid reacts with base to produce salt 

Throwing acid on girl society must halt  

To know acid litmus paper is best  

In life one has to pass lot of acid test 

Only after that people can take rest 

Pollution is causing acid rain on earth  

For potable water there will be dearth. 

 

37. Adultery  

Love has no boundary  

So there is adultery  

It is always voluntary  

Grass on the other side is green  

Neighbour's wife beautiful and thin  

Adultery is love undefined not a sin  

Mating of two adults not illegal  

Encounters happen sinusoidal  

Osho Rajnish called it spiritual. 



38. Adventure  

Make life colourful with adventure  

Adventure is better than caricature  

Though adventure is not leisure  

It gives satisfaction and pleasure  

You may also discover a treasure  

Adventure is strong man's measure  

New excitement bold people desire 

So in life brave people never retire. 

 

39. Advocate  

Black and white dress  

For justice they press  

Client only became depress  

Very high advocate's cess  

Sometimes made mess  

If you don't pay advance cash  

Your case will go to thrash  

Yet Advocates are necessary evil  

As long as in society crimes prevail  

In politics also advocates are dare-devil. 

40. AIDS  

The disease AIDS threatened mankind  

Cure from the disease yet to be find 

To unprotected sex AIDS is not kind 

If you are monogamy AIDS is blind 

Many young people lost their life 

AIDS is a disease of peculiar type 

Destroy body's immune system slowly  

People became afraid to face it boldly  

Social stigma pushes to isolation usually  

Prevention is only cure for AIDS 

Unprotected encounter always suppress  

In the fight against AIDS man will get success. 



41. Baby boom 

In India throughout the year baby boom 

Baby boom will be the cause of doom 

Too many people have no living room 

Every moment population only zoom  

New born baby is always welcome in home  

But population made difficult to groom  

No seat in good school colleges for child  

The unemployment problem is now wild  

Baby boom in India must be made mild. 

 

42. Bachelor party  

Before the sun of freedom sets in life  

Bachelor party is to welcome wife 

No barrier of slang or good word 

Gathering of only a friendly crowd  

Wine whisky flow throughout night 

Loud music and light make it very bright 

In bachelor party everything is right  

After marriage is solemnized life will be tight. 

 

43. Backbiting   

Common human nature called backbiting  

Most of the people are afraid of fighting 

People do not prefer to comment in writing  

So the best way to criticise is backbiting  

Backbiting creates friction and tension  

It plays dirty trick with human emotion  

Finally leads to the breakdown of relation  

No one like or trust back biter in the society  

Because they destroy harmony and polity  

In the long run back biters life became solitary. 

 

 



44. Balance sheet  

Not merely count of profit and loss 

It also reflect asset liability in gross  

Flat balance sheet means no growth  

Static is your company's net worth  

Balance sheet also shows your goodwill  

Higher the value lesser the chance to derail  

Left hand side is always equal to right side 

In business strict discipline you have to abide  

If your revenue is less than your expenditure  

Certainly one day your business will face closure  

Life is similar every moment to do balancing act 

Otherwise your life will derail it is universal fact. 

 

45. Adolescence   

The period between childhood & adulthood  

During the period frequently changes mood 

Towards their parents adolescents became rude  

Their thinking towards real life remain crude  

In dirty water adolescents always try to take bath 

Parents have the herculean task to show them right path 

Right-wrong, good-bad, forbidden all they want to taste  

For adolescents safety and future parents can't take rest 

Mistakes of adolescence made many people's life miserable  

To keep watching eye on adolescent child always desirable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



46. Balloon  

Round ball pumped with air 

Birthday party without it is rare 

Red, yellow, blue and green  

Some are like snake and thin 

Burst with sound if touches pin 

Though balloon is children's toy  

Balloon decoration give everyone joy 

Hot air balloon people used to fly 

To have a balloon small child cry 

Even in cyber age balloon gives fun 

To save childhood let balloon run. 

47. Ballot  

Ballot is not simply a piece of paper  

To save democracy ballot take care  

People's mandate expressed in ballot  

For power hungry politicians it is carrot  

Ballot has dethroned many mighty people  

Corrupt and bad leader ballot can topple  

Boundaries of country ballot has changed 

The job of ballot box EVM now managed. 

48. Bamboo  

The giant hollow green grass  

Once it was fuel of the mass  

Bamboo is called green gold 

Its use and utility are many fold 

Bamboo houses not yet history  

Bow and arrow part of war story  

From bamboo paper is made  

Bamboo shoots even now we eat  

The Chinese eat with bamboo stick 

Matured bamboo is stronger than brick  

Bamboo helps us in reducing pollution  

For rural economy bamboo is a solution. 



49. Banana  

 

The soft pulpy yellow fruit  

Ripe banana is always sweet  

The tropical tree is not very tall 

In the strong wind it easily fall 

For Hindu people banana is pious  

Against banana no religion is bias  

Banana is good for health doctor say 

Eat one banana with food every day 

Every part of banana tree is useful  

Banana chips made people cheerful  

Banana republic may be unstable  

But in market banana is always saleable. 

 
 

50. Ancestor  

 

Monkey is called as our ancestor  

Darwin says God is not creator  

With unicellular organisms life started  

In the path of evolution many ways it bifurcated  

So ancestor of all living things is same 

From fish to tortoise to monkey and man came 

Religion also says for dog, fox, donkey God is same 

For the mistake of Adam and Eve whom to blame  

Human race now only climate change can tame. 

 

 

 

 

 



51. Baggage  

 

If you want to travel fast and far, travel light  

With light baggage journey will be bright 

After journey realise hand baggage is right 

In life we carry baggage bigger than might  

To acquire unnecessary baggage we fight 

Marinating baggage became our plight  

In the weight of baggage mind lost light 

Mind's thinking process can't fly like kite  

Throw away unnecessary baggage to garbage  

To travel fast and far you will get courage. 

 

52. Bargain  

 

Bargain is not confined to market alone  

In every walk of life bargain has clone 

Life itself is bargain with circumstance 

Give and take has now prevalence  

Give and take is nothing but hard bargain  

Without give and take failure is certain  

Even in home wife bargain with husband 

Without bargain she will not get thousand  

In life the art of bargaining is very essential   

Good bargaining skill has lot of potential. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



53. Bell  

When the alarm bell ring in the morning  

The time starts for the day's accounting  

To run for school pressure starts mountain  

In the maths class student will do counting  

Every hour the bell will ring loudly to remind  

The teacher has to ignite young bold mind 

The bell will also ring in Temple and church  

Human mind it tells to clean and brush  

The bell on the road side say do not rush 

Otherwise speeding vehicle will crush  

The job of bell is to remind and warn us 

So that we do not miss the beautiful bus. 

 

54. Apology  

Nothing wrong in saying sorry  

It will clear your mind's worry  

Apology is not lowering self esteem  

But your respect you can redeem  

Apology is a virtue weak can't afford  

Only bold and strong people can support 

Defending wrong is human psychology  

Great man rectify wrong with apology. 

 

55. Apple  

Newton saw apple falling and discovered gravity  

Without apple polish you can't expect prosperity  

An apple a day can keep doctors at bay  

In corporate life polishing will give better day 

Apple is one of the bestselling fruit on earth 

Throughout the year apple supply has no dearth  

In modern days apple became good computer  

A for apple sound became much more louder. 



56. Appreciate  

 

It is very easy to depreciate  

But we are shy to appreciate  

For slightest fault we criticise  

Big mistake we try to criminalise  

How many times you have appreciated today  

Whether you have appreciated in the week think on Sunday  

The best time to appreciate is today and now 

Ask your children the good jobs are done how 

Appreciation is not buttering or apple polish 

Self-confidence and higher performance it establish. 

 

57. Arrogant  

 

No point in arguing with arrogant people  

They are stubborn and adamant not simple  

Arrogant people always think they are right 

Even for their know mistake they will fight 

Arrogance leads to hypocrisy and false ego 

Even good and wise become dark shadow  

To drive away arrogance open mind's window  

Once the arrogance gone you will see rainbow. 

 

58. Assertive  

In life be bold and assertive  

Don't be mick and submissive  

Assertive people are confident  

Their spirit is always vibrant  

Toughest hurdle they can cross  

In the society they became boss  

Assertive people are good leader  

In struggle they never surrender. 



59. Air 

 

Mixture of Colourless odourless gas 

Nitrogen and oxygen air's main base 

When air flows fast it is called wind  

Human habitat sometimes hurricane ruined  

Cool breeze air delight our body and mind 

In cities pure and fresh air difficult to find 

Greenhouse gases are poison for air 

Trees only can make polluted air fair  

Without air no living thing possible  

Pollution can make healthy life in earth impossible.  

 

60. Beggar  

 

No home, no money, no food 

For doing job they are not good 

To some human God is rude  

Some are blind, some are lame  

Workshy beggar should shame 

For begging they play different game 

For easy money drug addicts do begging  

Don't give them money rather do ragging  

Help the old, poor, handicapped beggar  

Not the lazy, alcoholic, idle pauper. 

 


